Revisiting mental rotation with stereoscopic disparity: A new spin for a classic paradigm.
To understand how the presence of stereoscopic disparity influences cognitive and neural processing, we recorded participants' behavior and scalp electrical activity while they performed a mental rotation task. Participants wore active shutter 3D goggles, allowing us to present stimuli with or without stereoscopic disparity on a trial-by-trial basis. Participants were more accurate and faster when stimuli were presented with stereoscopic disparity. This improvement in performance was accompanied by changes in neural activity recorded from scalp electrodes at parietal and occipital regions; stereoscopic disparity produced earlier P2 peaks, larger N2 amplitudes, and earlier, smaller P300 peak amplitudes. The presence of stereoscopic disparity also produced greater neural entropy at occipital electrode sites, and lower entropy at frontal sites. These findings suggest that the nature of the benefit afforded by stereoscopic disparity occurs at both low-level perceptual processing and higher-level cognitive processing, and results in more accurate and rapid performance.